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Outline

• Organizational matters

• What is infrastructure?
• The wall/fence/barrier
• Checkpoints
• Roads
• Water



• Folder for the final paper proposals set up in moodle

• Make-up weekly assignment will be due on May 22



Infrastructure



• “infrastructure appears only as a relational property not as a thing stripped 
of use” (Star and Ruhleder 1996: 113) 

• “we notice [infrastructures] mainly when they fail, which they rarely do” 
(Edwards 2004: 185)

• “Class, gender, race, and kinship are all refracted through differentiated 
access to infrastructure, deciding whether water or electricity is available 
and to whom” (Appel, Anand and Gupta 2018: 6)

• “one person’s infrastructure is another one’s issue, or difficulty” Star (1999: 
380) 



Bureaucratic Infrastructure

• According to the Berda’s text, what have been the main 
transformations of the Israeli rule over the Palestinians since 1967?

• Why does she talk about „effective inefficiency“?

• What are the most problematic aspects of the permit system?



The wall/fence/barrier

• Do the labels matter? Why?



• Israeli officials: security fence
• Israeli settlers: separation barrier
• Palestinians and international activists: Apartheid wall











• What does Weizman mean by the notion of “lesser evil” and how it 
relates to humanitarian policies?

• Based on the chapter, how was the barrier’s route designed?
• What were the considerations and rationales that determined its 

exact route? 

• What are some of the main critiques of the barrier’s existence?



Group discussion

• Weizman talks about the hesitance of the Palestinian lawyer to 
participate in the judicial process regarding the barrier’s route

• What dilemmas did he (and other Palestinians and NGOs involved) 
faced?



• Do you see the Palestinian lawyer’s decision as understandable?
• What would be advisable course of action in your opinion?
• Should the Palestinians, NGOs and human rights lawyers cooperate 

with the Israeli authorities? Why yes/no?













Checkpoints

• According to Na’aman’s article, why human rights violations occur at 
the checkpoints?





• According to B’Tselem, there were 215 checkpoints in 2006 in the 
West Bank (quoted in Tawil-Souri 2011: 8)

• According the United Nations Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs, there were 117 permanent checkpoints in the 
West Bank in 2005 (quoted in Abujidi 2011: 318). 











https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vn1ldFbNhIQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvTJhxWeegY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysbyGSShydg



Group discussion

• Is the checkpoints’ operating justifiable?
• What purpose do they serve according to the Israeli authorities? 
• How does it compare with the costs imposed on the Palestinians?
• Could their functioning be improved?





Roads











Water





http://www.alhaq.org/publications/publications-index/item/water-for-one-people-only-discriminatory-access-
and-water-apartheid-in-the-opt




